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Patricia Carolina 

Sweating sofa. 

In November 2018 I opened “Employee of the Month in Eight Steps”, my first solo show 

in Rýmd Gallery. This exhibition was a starting point for me to begin a conceptual inquiry 

and formal research into labor, time and the body in relation to the standard eight hours 

shift, those interests would come out later in the work that I presented at Kjarvalsstaðir 

during my graduation show in May 2019. The piece is named “Sweating Sofa” and it 

consists in a sofa sculpture made of pine wood, sponge, fabric, a metal sink, water pumps, 

batteries wires and water.  

The description in the wall text says: sofa from a waiting room and water. The kind of sofa 

that I am referring to is a simple two seater sofa, this one is pastel blue with no patterns, 

not particularly confortable, pretty or memorable (Fig.1). Yet familiar to you if you have 

ever been in the break room of a work place or the waiting room in an institution; like the 

immigration office, an elderly home or a hospital. For me the sofa sculpture works as a 

reference, as an icon to talk about this kind of seats and the conditions of the people who 

sit down in them. 

Among all the things that surround contemporary humans in their domestic environment 

the sofa is one of the most passive. The “Sweating Sofa” has an implicit action in its title, 

by getting wet the sofa is animated even humanised. Water is a trigger that starts to relate 

to tears, sweat, rain and sewage. I constantly think about my body losing water and my 

impossibility of being exactly the same through time which is something that happens to 

all things on earth. In my sculpture the water is contained in the seat cushions of the sofa. 

The object is self efficient, a stream of water goes in and out like in a cycle. The back of 

the left part of the sofa is perpetually wet while one of the seats is splashing water though 

the cushion. The sofa could be sweeting, peeing or crying in an exaggerated manner like in 

a cartoon (Fig. 2). Here there is a body which is absent but to which is referred.  

Seeing the sculpture in the space and peoples reactions helped me interrogate my decisions 

and address other layers in the work.. Despite the humor in the piece I had expected people 
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to have obversion or some distance to the object but this was not the case. They 

encountered the sofa like they would any other sofa they touched it and they sat down on 

the the dry side but they did so not to rest or look at something else but more to experience 

the work and examen the water more closely, a self contained viewing (Fig.3). Water is 

domestic, the sofa as well, not even a space like the Reykjavík Art Museum could remove 

this reference of the furniture. After all, it is usual to find chairs and sofas in exhibition 

spaces for people to rest while watching a long video work or spend time with a painting. I 

find this relationship between sitting and the gaze very interesting. 

There are both farcical and humanistic aspects to this work because the action that 

activates the object could be seen as absurd or even shameful, the sofa is making its self 

wet, but on the other hand it is a poetic comment on being tired, what make us feel tired 

and the bureaucratisation of life. For what are we waiting for?  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Fig 1 Patricia Carolina, Sweating Sofa, Installation, “Naflinn” Reykjavík  2019
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Fig 2. Patricia Carolina, Que si sintiera lo que siente mi asiento, no me siento, Ink on paper,  2019
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Fig 3. Patricia Carolina, Documentation of “Sweating Sofa”, Kjarvalsstaðir,  2019
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Patricia Carolina, detail of “Sweating Sofa”, Photography from Anne Rombach Kjarvalsstaðir,  2019
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Abstract 

Regarding the Spillage of the Bodies analyses my production from different conceptual 

and formal points of view; puts in context my practice using references from contemporary 

artists working with performance and sculpture, theorists interested in agency, as wells as 

critics that question the place of art in problematic contexts.  In the same way, this text 

highlights poetical aspects of my work looking  into movement, communication, problems 

with communication, flow, water, how water crisis affect big cities and maintenance work. 

I will talk about migration and translation in relation to identity and how they appear in my 

work. I will talk about labor, being exhausted, occupation, how the body is treated in our 

economical system. 

My work is framed by performance, it has strong sculptural and site-specific elements, 

which are important to my practice but they also have kinetic aspects, time based aspects 

where the materials move, morph or evolve. I am trying to set the conditions for something 

to happen more than to show a fixed experience, in this way the viewer only catches 

moments, traces from the past (minutes, hours, days…) or clues for something that might 

occur instead of the whole picture.  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Introduction 

Change is inherent to life. Flows of stories, time and affection knit a complex web that 

covers everithing. If art can be a way of understanding life threads, It also can 

problematize them in an interesting way. The present paper aims to locate my practice in 

the massive panorama of artistic, ecological and cultural landscapes in which I develop my 

work. Looking at and making enquiries into how these aspects are framed in my daily 

experiences. I talk briefly about how my installations connect with my current 

surroundings and I will emphasise in my selection of materials in terms of flow and 

movement; materials that change their shape in a short period of time, elements, which are 

affected by their relation with other objects like unfired clay that spoils with water, or 

caramel that melts in the heat and hardens when cold, things that move in front of the 

viewer.  

This text has three parts: Flow, Leak and Containment. In the first, I define language 

and translation in relation to Nicolas Bourriaud theory of migration. In the second chapter 

I compare bodies of water with human bodies to talk about memory and death in my work.  

Finally, in Containment, I do a statement regarding labor, which emphasise precarious 

conditions, invisibility and occupation. Works from Ana Maria Maiolino, Tehching Hsieh, 

inter alia, will be mentioned.  

I am very interested in things, which I feel keep a certain degree of neutrality in the 

sense that they might be read in a similar way in many different contexts, mundane 

objects. Through my work I am able to see where I am standing, and then to get a better 

understanding of what is the playing field and who are the players. 
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1. FLOW 

The soul, once wandering and unpredictable, must now follow 

functional paths in order to become compatible with the system of 

operative exchanges structuring the productive ensemble. The soul 
hardens, and loses its tenderness and malleability.  1

 Franco `Bifo´ Berardi, “The Precarious Soul”, extracts from The Soul at Work: From Alienation to 1
Autonomy. (Los Angeles: Semiotext[e], 2009), 194.
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Movement is an abstract idea in the sense that humans cannot experience it as an isolated 

element; nonetheless we are able to perceive objects changing their position over time. A 

movement can be measured in terms of velocity, distance, displacement and speed, all of 

them applied to a mass. Both in abstract terms and in practical experience the 

characteristics of an object/subject meddle with the feature of its movement. Very often my 

art installations includes motion. Conceptually, this term pervades all my work.  

In relation to movement I am very interested in trajectories. A trajectory refers to the 

course of an object through space, in physics it is the fixed track that shows objectively 

how a body moves, nonetheless from a more philosophic perspective, the path followed by 

an object moving is susceptible to change anytime. Rhizome has already denied the 

existence of single lines with unique directions. A rhizome is a plant whose elements are 

not subordinated under any hierarchy; instead, it develops different mass roots with no 

start or end.  In their theory, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari embrace multiplicity and 2

variation as something feasible in almost any field. Thereby memory can be defined as the 

trajectory from the past that mutates in the past, but that stretches to the present. If time is 

not lineal, then many ways of measuring it might be possible. Sugar Clock–Your words are 

sweet like clockworks (2018) is an art installation composed of a brick of sugar hanging 

from the celling and a long text covering most of the floor (FIG. 1). During the day the 

brick melts due to the sun that shines through the window. It drips onto the words below 

creating a layer of automatic writing that hardens in the cool of the night. Eventually the 

brick gets destroyed and part of the text becomes inaccessible.  

1.1 My Words Will Not Be Enough for Us 

Today, a brutal amount of information is moved at lightning speed across the planet, 

efficiency is key.  Communication is not excluded in the productivity system that promotes 

competition, even the language has to be efficient, easy and fluent. In those terms, I can 

confidently say that words have different values according to the language in which they 

are said. I speak Spanish. I don't speak Tepehuano, Tarahumara, Huichol or any other of 

 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia,  2

(New York: Continuum, 2004).
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the 65 indigenous languages in Mexico, which are spoken by a diminishing amount of 

people. I speak Spanish, like my mother and her mother. In Spanish I know how to argue 

and talk about my feelings. When I moved to Iceland in 2017, I didn’t speak English, like 

95 percent of Mexicans.  3

It is interesting if not mysterious, when the words that someone has to express 

themselves don’t correspond to the reality in front of them.  Due my inability of 

communicate in a fluid way, I found another way of attaching my thoughts to something 

that I could take out of my body: I didn’t talk, I shut up but I chewed and listened. 

The characteristics of gum, which is worked on, chewed but not swallowed, made 

it an important metaphor for me. I wanted so badly to have the names for the things in 

front of me, but instead I got the shape that my teeth managed to produce, in an attempt to 

absorb my new context, I chewed. My action took place over a whole month in which I 

chewed bubble gum while taking part of conversations in English, from start to finish. At 

the end, I produced over 40 little pieces, sculpted by mouth, which were exhibited along 

with the duration of each conversation on a long shelf. That way, they are the register for 

the action in which language is subordinated by the effect of body and time over the 

material. The Italo-Brazilian artist Anna Maria Maiolino points out that all the body, not 

exclusively the hand, has tools for molding.  She works primarily with clay to create large-

scale installations rebuilding scenes from her everyday life. Dealing with memories from 

her experience of being an immigrant growing up in a politically unstable environment and 

she mixes this with unconscious gestures where the idea of viscera is predominant. In 

human anatomy the concept refers to cavities inside the body especially those inside the 

abdomen. Being visceral refers to instinctive actions or dealing with core emotions. In 

Rolinhos (1995) and more recent works, intestines are molds for sculptures and a metaphor 

because of their relation to feeding processes. In Impossible Poetry I worked with my 

mouth because of its closeness to my tongue and my head. The most important aspect for 

me about this work was to deal with the restrictions of language in terms of expression and 

to find different ways to overcome it. 

  Isabel Becerril,“En México sólo 5% de la población habla inglés: IMCO.” El Financiero. http://3

www.elfinanciero.com.mx/economia/en-mexico-solo-de-la-poblacion-habla-ingles-imco. consulted October 
3rd 2018 
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My Words Will Not Be Enough for Us (2017) is a site specific installation made for 

an office block in Brautarholt, which was squatted and used as housing without permission 

for some years until the owner regained control of it. I worked with the former kitchen and 

set up a dinner for two. The installation was made up of a table, 3 plates and a text. On the 

table were inscribed, only in Spanish, the words mis palabras no nos bastaran (my words 

wont be enough for us). In the work I propose a dialogue, but an interrupted one. The 

conversation is for the most part impossible because those with whom the work tried to 

converse with were living in the building at another time. Nevertheless they were still 

there, in the expired food on the shelves and the forgotten curtains; their traces linked us. 

1.2 To Belong 

“But who are those others?” Wonders the French curator Nicolas Bourriaud while 

describing his conflict with national identity, in The Radicant (2009). Having a sense of 

belonging might seem unquestionably positive for many people, nevertheless identity 

takes part in the exclusion mechanism, which is why it is a pressing issue for immigrant 

communities. “It is roots that make individuals suffer; in our globalized world, they persist  

like phantom limbs after amputation, causing pain impossible to treat, since they affect 

something that no longer exists” . Bourriaud points out that contemporary botany -4

hydroponics, flowerpots, green houses- and flows of population have similitudes. With that 

analogy, he calls upon uprooting, to create other conceptual categories rather than 

universalizing an origin.   5

I could list a myriad of ways in which people try to understand the other, but 

consistently with the works described below and following the field given by Nicolas 

Bourriaud, I will focus mainly on translation.  Since translation is the pass from a state to 

another, it is possible to assign it some of the features of movement that I mention earlier 

in this text. For Bourriaud there is not hierarchy in languages, thus a translation admits 

contradictions:  

For translation always implies adapting the meaning of a preposition, enabling it to 
pass from a code to another, which implies a mastery of both languages but also 

 Nicolas Bouriaud, The Radicant, (New York: Lukas & Sternberg, 2009) 21.4

 Bouriaud, The Radicant, 21-22. 5
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implies that neither is self-evident. The gesture of translations in no way prevents 
criticism or even opposition; in any case, it implies a presentation. In performing it, 
one denies neither the unspeakable nor possible opacities of meaning, since every 
translation is inevitably incomplete and leaves behind an irreducible remainder.   6

In moving what changes is not only the context of the person, but also the way she or he 

mirrors the new place. In Bourriaud's theory, the place of birth is not more determining 

than the place of migration; he observes that an individual is able to transplant their roots 

many times. People who’s identities oscillate between their memories; which are like 

isolated echoes, and the present, which is experienced as a collection of translations in 

which there is no room for certainty.  

From my point of view, to move away means to listen and learn, but also supposes 

desertion. One drags pieces from the past, stories and objects; some are treasures others 

bear their burdens. I can assert that all of those aspects have something to do when we 

translate ourselves into another space. In the recognition of the other, likely words are not 

enough, how ever I think there is room for both productive misunderstanding and for 

accessing alternatives to the official language, which might make for interesting 

communication.  

 Bouriaud,  The Radicant , 30.6
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 2. LEAK 

For several days I wandered without finding water, or one huge day 

multiplied by the sun, thirst, and the fear of thirst. […] I dreamed, 

unbearably, of a small and orderly labyrinth at whose center lay a well; 
my hands could almost touch it, my eyes see it, but so bewildering and 

entangled were the turns that I knew I would die before I reached it.  7

 Jorge Luis Borgs, “The Immortal”, extracts from The Aleph and Other Stories, (New York: Penguin, 2004), 7
3-19.
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2.1 Crying T-shirt 

A trace is a memory since it signalises that something was there but is not any longer. It is 

also a gap because it exists thanks to another element. It is a negative, not even a copy. 

They are autonomous but still dependent on where they came from. Crying T-shirt (2018) 

is an art installation that I showed in the changing room of a swimming pool in Reykjavik. 

Comprised of a basic white t-shirt, a metal bucket and a clear plastic hose, it works like a 

fountain. A pump circulates water from the bucket to the t-shirt hanging from the celling, 

The garment has a horizontal line made with a black non-waterproof marker in the middle. 

As soon as the water passes through the shirt, the line begins to blur. The viewer might 

think about the human body both because the T-shirt itself and the water leaking from it, 

trace a shape similar to one. A viewer facing this work could notice that all its elements are 

general: a white t-shirt, a standard bucket, but specially “the body” which is partially 

absent, doesn’t have a face, race or gender might provide an opportunity for them to mirror 

themselves. Another aspect important to mention is the line in the t-shirt which I connect 

with a lifeline. In the Crying T-shirt, time and water wash out the line slowly, (FIG. 2). After 

a couple of days it has erased the last trace of the line, but the water continues to flow. 

If water is the main component of living beings, then everything is ruled by its flow. 

Among all the environmental issues related with the lack of water, people have added 

political and economical questions. When this basic human right is not met becomes a 

privilege and a tradable good. The above is related also to the cities’s demographic boom. 

According to the World Bank, the vast majority of the countries have duplicated its urban 

population in the last six decades.  I moved out of my hometown in the countryside 8

because it was an unsafe place and because I wanted to study. Like me, one in five 

Mexicans lives in Greater Mexico City, an enclosed valley with no natural outlet for water 

to flow, that means 21 million people, plus the vast majority of the country's industrial 

activity, all above a basin of underground water.  The complex but old system that is 9

needed to extract it loses almost half of its water because of leaks, while so many people in 

 “Urban Population 2017”, World Bank, accessed Dec 20, 2018, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/8

SP.URB.TOTL.IN.ZS?end=2017&start=1960&view=chart.

  U.S. National Academy of Sciences' National Research Council and the Mexican Academies of Science 9

and Engineering, Mexico City's Water Supply: Improving the Outlook for Sustainability (Washington: 
National Academy Press, 1995), chapter 2.
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the slums of Mexico City can access less than 148 cubic meters of drinking water per 

year.  In case this situation was not ironic enough yet, the city suffers frequently floods 10

because only 6% of rainwater is able to infiltrate back into the Mexican aquifers. ,  Each 11 12

time the hydric extraction occurs deeper and deeper in the subsoil,  meanwhile the city is 

sinking.  I give this image to describe my personal experience but also to contextualize 13

my practice because it illustrates so well contradiction and self-destruction, which are 

concepts that I use often in my work. 

The reader might agree with me or not if I say that marginality and urban 

development are conditioned by each other, but in my experience,  if progress impacts the 

availability of resources, it also has something to do with the way in which goods and 

services are distributed. Big cities need a lot of people to maintain them; a large number of 

bodies are literally dealing with that work. In Touch Sanitation (1979-80) the American 

artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles went to all 59 sanitation districts in New York, where she is 

based. For almost one year Ukeles shook hands with the 8,500 sanitation workers 

housekeeping the city. She did it as a way of thanking them but especially to celebrate 

their daily survival in a place that needs their labor so badly, but where they are despised if 

not invisible.  Her performances are related to some of my works because they show the 14

consequences of labor in particular sectors of society at the time that involves the artist 

body in the context of museums and galleries. I will talk about those works in detail in the 

last chapter.  

 Comisión Nacional del Agua, Atlas del Agua en México (Mexico City: CONAGUA, 2016)  26, http://10

201.116.60.25/publicaciones/AAM_2016.pdf

 Geological formations that keep water in the subsoil. They represent the main and most important water 11

supply for Mexico, specially in Mexico City.

 Comisión Nacional del Agua, Atlas del Agua en México, 26-30, 70. 12

 Ana Gabriela Rojas “5 motivos por los que Ciudad de México puede quedarse sin agua para sus más de 20 13

millones de habitantes”, BBC, published April 9, 2018  https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-
latina-43539138 Consulted Jan 5, 2019. 

 Mierle Laderman Ukeles, “On Touch Sanitation”, extracts from Work (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2017) 14

207-208.
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2.2 Death by Water. 

Water fluxes are intriguing to me in terms of transition and also to exemplify opposite 

notions that are parts of a whole like life-death, memory-forgetfulness. In 2018 I did City 

of the Immortals–Regarding the spillage of the bodies, an art installation that includes text, 

elements with motion, predominantly water and mud, as well as several ephemeral 

sculptures. For the pre-Columbian culture of the Aztecs, who founded its city above the 

Basin of Mexico in 1325, water had a fundamental role in their conception of the 

afterlife.  When an Aztec died, they had to go through the nine levels of the underworld in 15

a very painful and distressing journey until the Mictlán . Nevertheless if the cause of the 16

death was drowning, diseases associated with water or because of any other of its 

manifestations such as floods or strikes of lightning, the person’s soul could access directly 

the first level of Heaven called Tlalocán, a paradise covered with all kind of fruit trees, 

maize, chili and other delights, where they could enjoy a pleasurable life besides Tlaloc, 

the rain god.   1718

I use the above to frame my show, I am looking a cycles and distribution of water, 

change and how important it is even if it means the end of something as in death. Before 

crossing the door to see the installation, the viewer is already listening to water falling and 

splashing. The atmosphere is serene because the sound, the natural light, and the neutral 

colors of the sculptures are calming. Nonetheless when the audience enters the space, they 

immediately feel how humidity invades everything; the air, the floor and the things in the 

room. Three rectangular wooden boxes of different sizes were located in the space; in the 

middle the biggest box (240x150cm) was filed with clean water and a sprinkler system that 

circulated the water inside the box. However, some drops jump out of it and the box leaks 

 William Sanders, “The Basin of Mexico as a Habitat for Pre-Hispanic Farmer”, extract from The Aztec 15

Empire (New York: Guggenheim Museum Publications, 2005) https://www.guggenheim.org/wp-content/
uploads/2004/08/guggenheim-pub-the-aztec-empire-2004.pdf 56-70

 According to the worldview of the Aztecs, it is the place of the dead, it has nine underworlds whose last 16

level is the abode of Mictlanteutli, the God of Death.

 Futuro del mundo, “El origen del mundo: La Civilización Azteca”, WordPress. Accessed January 9, 2019. 17

https://futurodelmundo.files.wordpress.com/2009/01/el-origen-del-mundo-cosmogonia-de-la-civilizacion-
azteca.pdf

 Karl Taube, “Aztec Religion: Creation, Sacrifice and Renewal”, extract from he Aztec Empire (New York: 18

Guggenheim Museum Publications, 2005) https://www.guggenheim.org/wp-content/uploads/2004/08/
guggenheim-pub-the-aztec-empire-2004.pdf 168-178, .
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a little bit until the water starts to affect the closest sculptures (FIG. 3). When I say 

sculptures I refer to ten objects which pretends to be cleaning rags covering some bottles, I 

say that they pretends because if the viewer gets close to them, he or she might observe 

that there is nothing under the cloth. It is an illusion: the memory of an object that was 

there but is not longer, they are like ghosts. The material that I used keeps the shape of the 

bottle but is water-soluble, so it is just matter of time until the rags return to their original 

form: a piece of fabric on the floor. The medium wooden box is besides the big one and it 

is empty; together they create a frame for a structure that is covered with metal on three of 

its sides. Inside the structure there is a metal bucket filled with dirty water. On top of the 

structure lies a sculpture which is 85x60cm, it is a sink made of clay that has not been 

baked, it takes its form from laundry room sinks used for cleaning clothes which are very 

typical in Mexico. Its function is canceled: they cannot hold water, or while you use them 

they get destroyed (FIG. 4).  

City of the Immortals takes its title from a short story published in 1947 The 

Immortal by the Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges. About a wounded Roman soldier  

who is prisoner of a group of troglodytes. He falls into a river and accidentally become 

immortal. Consequently he has to deal with the anguish of not being able to die but living 

forever in the desert among irrationals, devouring serpents and drinking nothing. But after 

a day of strong rain, the first one in who knows how many centuries, the consciousness of 

these men awakens. The protagonist can finally talk with one of the troglodytes, who turns 

out to be Homer, thanks to this conversation he comes to the conclusion that everything 

that dwells in the infinite, by infinity, must have its opposite. If there is a river that gives 

immortality, there must be one that takes it away.  As in the story there is a tragic fate in 19

my installation it revolves around existential questions about the effects of time, 

circulation of water and when things come to an end, evolve or die.  

Water flows endlessly but peacefully. Its agency is modifying everything it comes in 

touch with. I molded the sink and I decided which bottles were giving shape to the cloth 

rags. For both processes I used water, nevertheless, it is the same water that is destroying/

changing the work during its exhibition. In a romantic way, I could say that it is the water 

that is liberating the material of its shape. Water gives shape, takes shape and takes it away.  

 Jorge Luis Borgs, “The Immortal”, extracts from The Aleph and Other Stories, (New York: Penguin, 19

2004), 3-19.
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3. CONTAINMENT 

I hope that some day we’ll be able to live without been obligated to work. 
Thanks to my luck, I was able to manage without getting wet.  20

 Marcel Duchamp, “Interview with Pierre Cabanne”, extracts from Work (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 20
2017) 223
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Throughout this paper I have referred to water in relationship with change, but not 

mentioned its antagonist until now–the container. A liquid occupies space following the 

shape of it until the space contains it when its reaches its limits and borders. Containment 

as an example is a geopolitical defense aimed to stop the expansion of an enemy. 

Movement and agency are alike and restriction is violent to the body. Water is essentially 

movement; I feel like it is an element that knows how to listen because it can take the 

shape from its surroundings and in this way it can teach us something about understanding 

space and reaching limits. 

I did Employee of the month in eight steps (2018) as an artistic research about 

coercive forces whose material is the body and what they produce is emotional fatigue. 

This project started as a large-scale sculpture, later it resulted in photography and finally it 

evolved into performance documented on video. I was trying to make a staircase, 

commonly used to signify to progress, where that function is cancelled. A staircase usually 

produces movement be it up or down but in this case I was contained and I couldn´t move 

(FIG.5). The stairs with their allure of progress and mobility were more like a trap than a 

tool. In the eight photographs my body holds separately, one by one the eight wooden 

steps, starting from the ground and rising up every 25 cm, until my body can’t handle 

more. The planks fit perfectly with sections of my body, but still I need to keep them 

straight and sturdy so they do not fall. For the performance I repeat the action holding all 

the steps at the same time. What started as an exploration between the body, an object and 

the metaphor of what a flight of stairs represents, turned soon into a statement concerning 

labor and precarious working conditions.  

Labor it has a lot to do with time because during the working hours the time of the 

worker does not belong to him or her. Tehching Hsieh is a Chinese artist that make very 

long-term performances. For One Year Performance 1978-79 he locked himself inside a 

wooden cage into is studio in New York. Then he photographed himself every hour, during 

a whole year, Hsieh had to clock and carry out the task unconditionally (FIG. 6). The work 

is about  appropriating his own time. I think that, by using time, although it seems 

contradictory, in such a way, he avoids being “occupied”. 
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3.1 Break, Free Time and Time Passing By 

The filmmaker and writer Hito Steyerl has several works where she points out the 

similarities between a museum and a factory. Here I will focus only in her theory of 

occupation, which I will link to free time and exploitation: core concepts of my work in 

this chapter. The fact that many people have a huge virtual life as well, has blurred the 

lines between free time and working hours. This lets companies offer Occupation in 

exchange of unpaid labour: 

“An occupation is not hinged on any result; it has no necessary conclusion. As such, it 
knows no traditional alienation, nor any corresponding idea of subjectivity. An occupation 
doesn’t necessarily assume remuneration either, since the process is thought to contain its 
own gratification. It has no temporal framework except the passing of time itself. It is not 
centered on a producer/worker, but includes consumers, reproducers, even destroyers, 
time-wasters, and bystanders—in essence, anybody seeking distraction or engagement.”  21

I connect some of the ideas of Hito Steyerl about overworking to my performances that 

deal with weariness. Another artist interested in the subject is Tino Sehgal, a Berlin-based 

artist with background in dance and political economy. He works extensively with 

ephemeral situations that involve human voice, body movement and social interaction in 

exhibition spaces and in relation to art sales. In 2010 the Guggenheim Museum presented 

This Progress, a work from 2006 in which the spectator faces an empty space and they 

encounter a little child who asks What does progress mean to you?, the dialogue continues 

and then a teenager evolves it. They walk through the museum and carry on until an adult 

enters the conversation, but he is confused because he doesn’t know what was said before. 

At the end an elderly person approaches and says something to the viewer.  The work 22

deals with how we behave and communicate. Sehgal considers art and its agents as 

indivisible from financial exchange. Even though he doesn’t create material objects at the 

end, his products potentially can be bought and sold. I believe that every artists should be 

aware of the economical implications that our work has, and to take place in the discussion 

about capitalism. 

 Hito Steyerl, “Art as Occupation: Claims for an Autonomy of Life”, E-Flux no. 30 21

(December, 2011).

 Fondation Beyeler ”Artist Talks: Tino Sehgal - about his work "This Progress” ”, video 22

YouTube video, Posted [July 2017]. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5V2fHB2sFk
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I exhibited Break (2018) in the same room as the work described above, but this was 

an art installation with three chairs, all different, but all of them resembling the kind of 

chairs typical in waiting rooms, schools and workplaces. The seat and the backrest on them 

are made with textile and foam, which I soaked with water. This is the most important 

property of the work because the wetness of the chairs makes them unfit as functional 

objects. The viewer might imagine that someone sweaty was sitting there, and maybe 

being disgusted by that idea. A seat can be an invitation, but under this narrative I am not 

afraid to say that generally, not many people wants to take the wet seat of a sweaty worker.  

I consider this like a satirical work is, however the aggression in this idea might touch 

even the visitor by saying, "you cannot rest.” Next to one of the chairs I played a 11-

minute long video of a service apron moving with the wind. Once more the body is absent 

but the worker is there as a ghost. The camera is fixed in a low shooting angle, so the 

frame shows the sky and an outdoor space with grass. I feel like this video is a more 

positive point of view if I compare it with the others works in this series, but not exactly 

optimistic because while the worker takes his brake, the apron waits. In those works I 

embodied a fatigued spirit and physical tiredness. My practice regards to the body being 

occupied, but also I question how we can do to occupy a space.  
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Conclusion  

In my work I start from my own personal experiences from my home country Mexico, as 

an immigrant in Iceland, my difficulties with language and my experiences on the job 

market. These experiences bring up issues of immigration, labor, water accessibility and 

safety, communication and language. I morph and play with them until they bring me to 

the point of new understanding. Through research, personal experience and the sensing of 

these experiences I develop my work. I have learned from Bourriaud to be aware how I am 

mirroring my new environment and that my place of birth is not more determining then 

where I have landed. I have transplanted my roots into this new environment with them I 

have also contaminated the soil with what I brought with me; my memories and what I 

have translated in to this new environment.  

I had explain how the things that are external to our body, such as affective 

relationships, nature, community, etc, are the containers that give shape to the self image 

but also that has something to do with how we experience the world. Consequently it is not 

surprising that while we attempt to answer who we are, the question what are we part of 

comes up. 

 My work is often kinetic and it is tactile, I am interested in trying to create an 

environment of sensing. Where you feel the humidity, the wetness, the cold and might 

sympathize with the tired and sweaty worker or understand how it feels not to be able to 

communicate in the way you might wish to. 

 I am immensely interested in water in all its shapes and forms from sweat to rain 

and sewage. Water seems to flow endlessly. I am interested in its cycles and how we try 

often in vain to contain it. In the works that I described, I wanted to emphasis the agency 

of water. Water gives shape, takes shape and takes it away. Since I often frame my practice 

in the context of sculpture, It will be interesting for me to continue working in sculpture 

with non-solid materials.    
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FIGURE 1. Patricia Carolina, Sugar Clocks (details), Spring 2018, installation made with 
hard candy and writing on transparent plastic, Lækningaminjasaf, Reykjavik.
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FIGURE 2. Patricia Carolina, T-shirt, Spring 2018, documentation of installation made with 
t-shirt and bucket, Laugarneslaug, Reykavik.
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FIGURE 3 (Above). Patricia Carolina, “Ghost Bottles” (detail), Autumn 2018, from City of 
The Immortals, installation Kuburinn, Reykjavik.  
FIGURE 4 (Below). Patricia Carolina, “Lavadero” (detail), Autumn 2018, from City of The 
Immortals, installation Kuburinn, Reykjavik.  
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FIGURE 5 (Above). Patricia Carolina, Employee of The Month in Eight Steps (photogams), 
Autumn 2018, digital video: 22 min, Reykjavik. 
FIGURE 6 (Below). Tehching Hsieh, One Year Performance 1978-1979 (detail), 2014, 
Carriageworks, Sydney. Image: Zan Wimberley.


